The Recut Movie Trailer
This project involves finding a movie that interests you and cut
a new trailer for a completely different genre. A genre is a
category such as: Comedy, Drama, Horror, Action, etc. This
project will demonstrate how the change of music and editing
can change EVERYTHING! Watch the two videos below to get
an idea of what you are after and then get to work. High levels
of creativity, writing, and story telling are needed for this
project. MAKE A FOLDER ON YOUR USB DRIVE FIRST.
EVERYTHING GOES IN THAT FOLDER.
Step 1: Select a Movie that interests you.
Step 2: Download the movie or clips of the movie with the
movie downloader you used from the previous video projects.
This can include the movie company logo intros and any other
movie elements needed.
Step 3: Create a plan for how you will manipulate the original
movie into a new genre trailer (Comedy to Horror?) (Select the
new genre).
Step 4: Select appropriate music that will give your new trailer
the appropriate vibe. Will it be a darker vibe or lighter vibe?
Music should be used throughout the 2 minutes as much as
possible unless it is for an effect.
Step 5: Think about how the absence of sound or video can
enhance your editing. Think about video transitions that you
will use to tell your new story. Notice the titling used in the
example videos. Think of how your titling will be used to tell
the story.

Step 6: Will you use a voice over to guide your new trailer or
will you just use audio from the movie to guide the trailer?
(Record a voice over if needed)
Step 7: KEEP IT MOVING! Don’t hold shots for long periods of
time.
Step 8: The complete trailer should be 2 minutes in length
total and exported using the .H264 codec output in Premiere as
you have used for your previous video projects.
Step 9: Have fun, keep it tasteful, and creative!!!

